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ABSTRACT 
Tungsten-Titanium Carbide – with cobalt composites having 36 wt% of Tungsten and Titanium Carbide were created by casting 
technique a role as well as Hot Isostatic pressing strategy. The casted and pressing composite examples were machined according to 
the ASTM guidelines. The composite examples are tried for mechanical properties and corrosion properties. The test for Hardness test 
is completed in Rockwell hardness testing machine. The test for corrosion test is done in differential Aeration corrosion testing 
machine and Corrosion fatigue testing machine. The properties of Tungsten-Titanium Carbide - cobalt composites are contrasted and 
those of strategies. It has been watched that the expansion of tungsten and titanium carbide with cobalt compound gives the 
agreeable outcomes that are acquired from the tests. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

There have been gigantic walks in building materials since the Second World War. Metallurgists from the 

aviation and atomic ventures have built up a vast scope of super amalgam and warmth resistance materials 

memory helpers like earthenware production and composite materials. With the inconceivable and fast advance 

in science and innovation, cutting edge industry has presented another era of composite materials having low 

thickness and light weight with high quality, hardness and solidness to meet the present needs of current 

innovation and the difficulties against progression and worldwide intensity in market [1]. Molecule fortified 

Titanium Carbides compounds can possibly be utilized as a part of an extensive variety of such building 

applications because of their higher firmness and quality when contrasted and traditional Titanium Carbides 

composites. For these materials, Titanium Carbides (TiC), a financially immaculate material, has turned into the 

primary sort of fortification utilized [2]. Also, the greater part of the examination work completed on Titanium 

Carbides based composite materials includes silicon carbide as its fortifying material. In this way it is 

fundamental to search for the potential outcomes of creating Titanium Carbides based composite materials 

utilizing waste or reusing materials like fly fiery debris.  
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The greater part of vitality needs in the century is depended on the fossil powers. Burning of coal vitality 

produces squander by item, i.e., fly fiery debris in wealth. The transfer of this fly slag is a noteworthy testing 

assignment [3]. 

A composite material (likewise called a structure material or abbreviated to composite) is a material 

produced using at least two constituent materials with fundamentally unique physical or substance properties 

that, when joined, deliver a material with qualities not quite the same as the individual parts. The individual 

segments stay isolated and particular inside the completed structure. The new material might be favored for 

some reasons: regular cases incorporate materials which are more grounded, lighter, or less costly when 

contrasted with customary materials. All the more as of late, scientists have additionally started to effectively 

incorporate detecting, activation, calculation and correspondence into composites, which are known as Robotic 

Materials. 

Metal network composites, at present however producing a wide enthusiasm for research society, are not as 

broadly being used as their plastic partners. High quality, break sturdiness and solidness are offered by metal 

grids than those offered by their polymer partners. They can withstand lifted temperature in destructive 

environment than polymer composites. Most metals and composites could be utilized as lattices and they require 

support materials which should be steady over a scope of temperature and non-responsive as well. However the 

controlling angle for the decision depends basically on the framework material. Light metals shape the network 

for temperature application and the fortifications notwithstanding the previously mentioned reasons are 

described by high moduli. Most metals and combinations make great networks. In any case, basically, the 

decisions for low temperature applications are very few. Just light metals are responsive, with their low 

thickness demonstrating leverage. Titanium, Aluminium and magnesium are the prominent network metals as of 

now in vogue, which are especially valuable for flying machine applications. On the off chance that metallic 

lattice materials bring to the table high quality, they require high modulus fortifications. The quality to-weight 

proportions of coming about composites can be higher than generally compounds. The liquefying point, 

physical and mechanical properties of the composite at different temperatures decide the administration 

temperature of composites. Most metals, pottery and mixes can be utilized with grids of low dissolving point 

compounds. The selection of fortifications turns out to be more hindered with increment in the softening 

temperature of grid materials. 

Earthenware production can be depicted as strong materials which show extremely solid ionic holding when 

all is said in done and in few cases covalent holding. High liquefying focuses, great erosion resistance, 

dependability at raised temperatures and high compressive quality, render clay based framework materials a 

most loved for applications requiring an auxiliary material that doesn't give route at temperatures over 1500ºC. 

Normally, clay networks are the undeniable decision for high temperature applications. High modulus of 

flexibility and low ductile strain, which most earthenware production have, have consolidated to bring about the 

disappointment of endeavors to add fortifications to get quality change. This is on the grounds that at the anxiety 

levels at which pottery burst, there is inadequate lengthening of the grid which keeps composite from 

exchanging a powerful quantum of load to the fortification and the composite may come up short unless the rate 

of fiber volume is sufficiently high. A material is support to use the higher rigidity of the fiber, to deliver an 

expansion in load bearing limit of the grid. The utilization of support with high modulus of flexibility may deal 

with the issue to some degree and presents pre-worrying of the fiber in the fired framework is as a rule 

progressively depended on as a choice.  

In this venture, an endeavor has been made to manufacture Tungsten-Titanium Carbide-cobalt combination 

composites and test the effect and rigidity of the composite. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

A.Die casting: 

Die casting is a normally utilized sort of perpetual shape casting process. It is utilized for creating numerous 

segments of our day today life as like that tools, cycle frames, engines, toys and hand-instruments – since Pearl 

stream delta is a biggest maker of such items on the planet, this innovation is utilized by numerous HK-based 

organizations. Surface complete and resistance of kick the bucket cast parts is good to the point that there is no 

post-handling required. Die casting moulds are costly, and require critical lead time to manufacture; they are 

generally called bites the dust. There are two basic sorts of Die casting: hot -and cold chamber Die casting 

process. We were done this example by cold chamber Die casting process. The liquid metal is filled the cold 

chamber every cycle. The working cycle is (i) Die is shut and liquid metal is scooped into the chilly chamber 

barrel; (ii) plunger pushes liquid metal into bite the dust cavity; the metal is held under high weight until it 

hardens; (iii) kick the bucket opens and plunger takes after to push the set slug from the chamber, if there are 

centres, they are withdrawn away; (iv) ejector pins push pushing off ejector bite the dust and plunger comes 

back to unique position. This procedure is especially valuable for high dissolving point metals, for example, 

Aluminium, and Copper (and its amalgams). 
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B.Hip process: 

Typically, an inert gas (Argon or Nitrogen) is used within the pressure vessel to ensure that pressure is 

applied uniformly from all sides (Isostatic Pressure). The inert nature of the gas also assists in reducing any 

oxidation effects. Pressures of up to 207 MPa (30,000 psi) may be used with the temperature of operation being 

as high as 2000°C (3,632°F). Some HIP’s can go as high as 414 MPa (60,000 psi).Cycle times and temperatures 

for HIP vary due to the optimum sintering and densification temperatures of materials and their ability to be 

heated and cooled quickly without suffering thermal shock effects. However, it is not unusual for the heat up 

and cool down cycles to be 8 hours in duration. 

 
Fig. 1: Hot Isostatic Pressing Method 

 

III.Experiments: 

A. Determination to find out Brinell hardness number (BHN): 

A hardness test can be conducted on Brinell testing m/c, the specimen is as like coin of specification are dia 

25mm and thickness 10mm. Its specification is as follows: 1. Ability to determine hardness up to 500BHN. 2. 

Diameter of ball (as indenter) used D = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10mm. 3. Maximum application load = 3000kgf. 4. Method of 

load application = Lever type 5. Capability of testing the lower hardness range = 1 BHN on application of 0.5D 

load. BHN = Load Applied (kgf) / Spherical Surface Area Indentation (mm) 

 

 

 

B. Determination to find out the corrosion result by DRCT method: 

The oxygen substance of any arrangement positions high on the rundown of elements impacting the 

consumption of iron and various different metals. Disposal of oxygen by desecration is a functional method for 

lessening consumption, as on account of steam boilers which are worked with deuterated nourish water.  

 

 

 

Differential air circulation cells can be brought on by fissure, lap joints, earth and flotsam and jetsam, and 

clammy protection. Under these conditions, the oxygen starved territories are anodic, while the ranges with free 

access to oxygen are cathode. Normal expressions for this sort of consumption incorporate fissure erosion, 

oxygen screening, and poultice activity. 
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Oxygen not just empowers an erosion response by keeping up a cathode response, however it can advance 

one. This happens where there is a distinction in the convergence of disintegrated oxygen between two purposes 

of a similar metal surface. Since the course of the response is towards balance, the main way that balance can be 

drawn nearer by consumption will be to decrease the grouping of oxygen where it is most astounding. Such 

lessening should be possible by devouring the oxygen as appeared in the accompanying condition. The outcome 

is that where there is a distinction in the convergence of broke up oxygen at two focuses on a metal surface, the 

surfaces in contact with the arrangement containing the higher centralization of disintegrated oxygen will get to 

be distinctly cathode to surfaces in contact with a lower grouping of broke up oxygen that will thus endure 

quickened consumption as anodes in an oxygen fixation cell. It is anything but difficult to exhibit an oxygen 

fixation cell with an exploratory setup utilizing two compartments as appeared in the accompanying. 

 
Fig. 2: Differential Aeration testing machine. 

 

C. Determination to find out the corrosion result by SC method: 

The instrument of stress corrosion splitting (SCC) includes an exceptionally entangled grouping of 

consumption and break. It has been demonstrated that, for a few materials, fine setting is expected to begin the 

action. Additionally advance is then a procedure exchanging amongst erosion and mechanical splitting until the 

material bombs totally. Transformable ferrite steels are powerless to hydrogen-instigated SCC in an extensive 

variety of watery media. Hydrogen framed on the surface of the steel by a cathode erosion response can diffuse 

into the material, creating embrittlement, and, if the locale is liable to malleable anxiety, splitting can come 

about. In the event that conditions are correct, any metal can be made to flop by stress consumption splitting. 

One normal for SCC that is exceptionally valuable for conclusion is the bearing of the split. It generally takes 

after the plane of most extreme anxiety and, along these lines, has branches in its shape. These expanded splits 

are regularly noticeable with no other help. At the point when seen under a magnifying lens, the extended course 

of the breaks can be seen and they are for all intents and purposes dependably Trans granular. Special cases are 

scathing arrangement and shamefully warm treated stainless steels. In these cases, the way of the split is 

intergranular. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

  

Brinell hardness number: 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Load vs. Dia of indenter 
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 Result from DACT & SCT: 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: No of days vs. % weight of specimen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Optical image 

 

Conclusions: 

1. On tests of to great degree hard metals a tungsten carbide ball is substituted for the steel ball. Contrasted 

with alternate hardness test strategies, the Brinell ball makes the most profound and greatest space, so the test 

midpoints the hardness over a more extensive measure of material, which will all the more precisely record for 

various grain structures and any inconsistencies in the consistency of the material. This technique is the best to 

achieve the mass or full scale hardness of a material, especially those materials with heterogeneous structures. 

2.Compare with the other corrosion testing technique the Differential Aeration Corrosion testing and Stress 

Corrosion testing are the two strategies from that we can improve result. There are a few normal test techniques 

for assessing material corruption from destructive forms. Distinctive sorts of consumption require diverse test 

strategies. After effects of these tests educate outline, materials, or compound choice choices that eventually add 

to the proficient and compelling operation of subsea hardware. 
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